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  Illuminating Ideas 

 
 
 

FREDMPC Limitations 
 

 
 

 

Overview 
 
From a program structure perspective, leveraging GPUs requires that every feature in FRED have two 
versions of itself in the source code base; one version written specifically for CPUs and one version written 
specifically for GPUs.  When a request to use the GPUs is made, the FRED model on the CPU is passed 
through a translator that maps each FRED feature into its equivalent GPU version.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
The FRED model on the CPU is mapped to its equivalent code on the GPUs through a model translation step 

 

A consequence of this structure is that every FRED feature needing support on the GPUs must be rewritten 
from scratch in specialized GPU code. 
 
Photon Engineering will continue to develop as much feature support for the GPUs as possible, but not all 
FRED features will have GPU counterparts implemented for a given FREDMPC version.  A complete listing 
of current feature support for GPUs is provided separately in the FREDMPC Features document.  The 
purpose of this document is to identify at a high level the critical limitations in FREDMPC to help you quickly 
determine if FREDMPC can be used for your application. 
 
 

FREDMPC Limitations 
 
 

Critical Program Limitations 

Production Status 

• FREDMPC should not be used for production analysis.  Utilization of the program should be 
limited to assessing capability and accuracy in the context of being able to provide 
meaningful and valuable feedback to Photon Engineering that will ultimately drive FREDMPC 
feature development priorities. 

Precision 

• The GPU raytrace is currently single (float) precision, while the CPU raytrace is double 
precision.  The influence of this limitation will depend, in part, on the scale and construction 
of your system.  For example, long propagation distances or systems with many 
intersections may be more susceptible to error stackup due to single precision raytracing. 

• Not all FRED features have exact GPU implementations.  Please refer to the FREDMPC 
Features document for specific information regarding which features are approximated or 
unsupported at this time. 

Coherence 
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Critical Program Limitations 

• FREDMPC does not currently support coherent field propagation. 

Polarization 

• FREDMPC does not currently support polarization raytracing. 

Raytrace paths 

• Raytrace path data can be tracked upon request with a user-specified maximum number of 
events per path.  The path data will be available in the Raytrace Paths table and the Stray 
Light Report.  There is currently no capability to support path-based ray selection (ex. 
Irradiance for rays on a specific ray path) or path redrawing.  

Scripting 

• When a document is pushed to the GPUs, scripted surfaces, materials, coatings, etc. will be 
approximated.  Refer to the FREDMPC Features document for specific information. 
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